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Abstract. This paper is devoted to the notion of average consensus together with
some generalizations involving Lp-norms.
We prove that nding one of these consensus dissimilarities out of a prole of
dissimilarities is NP-hard for ultrametrics, quasi-utrametrics and proper dissimi-
larities satisfying the Bertrand and Janowitz k-point inequality. The NP-hardness
of nding a consensus dissimilarity for a pyramid (also called an indexed pseudo-
hierarchy) is also proved in the case of one of the two possible alternatives for
generalized average consensus.
Rsum. Ce papier est centr sur la notion de consensus moyen ainsi que sur quelques-
unes de ses gnralisations concernant les normes Lp.
Nous prouvons que trouver une dissimilarit consensus d'un prole de dissimi-
larits est NP-complet pour les ulramtriques, les quasi-ultramtriques et les dissimi-
larits propres satifaisant la condition des k-points de Bertrand et Janowitz. La NP-
compltude de la recherche d'une dissimilarit consensus pour les pyramides (aussi
appeles pseudo-hirarchies) est galement prouve pour une des deux gnralisations du
consensus moyen.
Introduction
Bock (1994) discussing \problems for the future" in \classication and clus-
tering", mentions computational aspects and refers to \combinatorial ex-
tremum problems which are often NP-hard; for example minimum diameter
clustering, k-linkage clustering, the calculation of consensus trees...". This
paper is devoted to this latter problem and some generalizations, within a
numerical framework.
Generally speaking, the consensus problem in classication consists of ag-
gregating several classications of a given type on a set X (the data) into one
classication of the same type (the consensus classication). Sometimes the
consensus classication can be dened only on a subset of X (for instance
the largest subset of X on which the data agree reasonably, like in Gordon's
Pruning Tree method; Gordon (1981)). Sometimes the consensus classica-
tion can be of a dierent type than the data (that is the case of Gordon's
Supertree method that applies to dendrograms and produces overlapping2 Barthlemy and Brucker
clusters; Gordon (1986)). Finally a given method for consensus can lead to
several consensus classications (like the so-called \median procedure", cf.
Barthlemy and Monjardet (1981)).
The consensus theory concerns two very distinct problems:
1. Searching for a latent structure
2. Reconciling disagreeing data.
In the rst case the data are considered as reecting an unknown struc-
ture. However they do not reect it correctly. The discards are due to mea-
surement problems, or missing information, or errors in evaluation criteria,
or the heuristic nature of the algorithms. A paradigm of this situation is
the recovering of phylogenetic trees corresponding to true histories of species
evolution.
In the second case the data do in fact disagree because they are obtained
through several disagreeing points of view. The consensus problem becomes:
\how can we nd a reasonable consensus between cacophonous data?". A
paradigm of this situation is the Rgnier (1965) Problem. A given population
is described by several nominal variables (i.e. partitions). How can these
partitions be summarized into a single one?
Consensus theory has two main aspects: abstract consensus theory and
concrete consensus theory. Abstract consensus theory is rather sophisticated
mathematically. It ignores the type of data and only keeps relationships be-
tween structures. Usually, these relationships lead to ordered sets.In concrete
consensus theory, the structures of data are used explicitly. Barthlemy and
Janowitz (1991), Margush and McMorris (1981) and Barthlemy et al. (1986)
provide examples of abstract consensus, concrete consensus and bridges be-
tween abstract and concret consensus theories respectively. The concern of
this paper is concrete consensus theory.
Like many problems in Data Science, three approaches can be used to
tackle the consensus problem (Barthlemy and Monjardet (1981)). In the con-
structive approach, a way to construct a consensus classication is explicitely
given. The optimization approach is devoted to the measurement of the re-
moteness between data and consensus structure. An optimal consensus will
minimize this remoteness. McMorris (1985) describes the axiomatic approach
as \to sit in an armchair and think of the desirable properties that a consen-
sus method should possess, and then attempt to nd the methods satisfying
these properties" At the interface between axiomatic or optimization ap-
proaches and constructive approaches is the question of the tractability of
the consensus. This paper is devoted to the intractability of the computa-
tion of some consensus classications obtained as solutions to optimization
problems, namely the average consensuses and generalization.
An average ultrametric (Cucumel (1990); Lapointe and Cucumel (1997))
of a prole of v ultrametrics (v for \voter"...) is an ultrametric that mini-Average consensus in numerical taxonomy 3
mizes the sum of squared distances from the ultrametrics of the prole.
(A1) min
2U
f
X
1iv
jjdi   jj2
2g
where U is the set of all ultrametrics on a nite set X. As is well known,
problem (A1) is the same that:
(A2) min
2U
fjj(
1
v
X
1iv
di)   jj2
2g
This paper discusses the NP-hardness status of (A1) and of alternatives
to (A1) and (A2) involving Lp-norms, and various types of dissimilarities:
Problem (A1, p, D) min2Df
P
1iv jjdi   jjp
pg, for p < 1.
Problem (A2, p, D)min2Dfjj(1
v
P
1iv di)   jjp
p, for p < 1.
In these last two problems D denotes either the set of all ultrametrics on
X, or the set of quasi-ultrametrics on X (Bandelt and Dress (1989), Diatta
and Fichet (1994)) or, more generally, the set of proper dissimilarities on X
fullling the k points inequality (Bertrand and Janowitz (1999)).
Bijection theorems between indexed class models and distance models
justify the statement of a consensus problem for indexed classications as a
consensus problem for dissimilarities (Jardine et al. (1967), Johnson (1967),
Benzcri (1973), for a bijection between indexed hierarchies and ultrametrics;
Diatta and Fichet (1994), for a bijection between indexed weak hierarchies
and quasi-ultrametrics; Bertrand and Janowitz (1999), for a bijection between
k-weak hierarchies and dissimilarities fullling the (k + 2)-point inequality).
All the bijection evoked above can be computed in polynomial time. Hence
they respect the NP-status of the problems.
The paper is organized as follows. Basic material is presented in Section 1,
where problems (A1, p, D) and (A2, p, D) are re-stated as decision prob-
lems. Section 2 establishes the NP-harness of both (A1, p, U) and (A2, p,
U). Section 3 extends these results to dissimilarities fullling the k points
inequality and discusses the extension to strong Robinson dissimilarities.
We do not give complete proofs in this paper (they will be published else-
where); sketched proofs are provided for ultrametrics and quasi-ultrametrics.
The generalizations to dissimilarities fullling the k-point inequality (k  4)
are stated without proof. The basic idea is, whenever possible, to reduce a
dissimilarity approximation problem from a graph theoretic problem.
Throughout this paper we shall use the following denitions and notations
(some of them have already been used above) A dissimilarity on a nite set X
is a function d from XxX to the set of non negative real numbers such that
d(x;y) = d(y;x) for x;y 2 X and d(x;x) = 0 for x 2 X. The dissimilarity d
is said to be proper whenever d(x;y) = 0 implies x = y.4 Barthlemy and Brucker
We denote by jjd d0jjp the Lp-distance between the two dissimilarities d
and d0: jjd   d0jjp = (
P
x;y2X jd(x;y)   d0(x;y)jp)
1
p
We denote by R4R0 the symmetric dierence between two binary rela-
tions R on X: R4R0 = R [ R0   R \ R0.
Concerning algorithmic complexity and NP-completeness theory, we shall
follow Garey and Johnson (1979).
1 Basic denitions
1.1 Distance models
Let d be a dissimilarity on X, dene the diameter of A  X as the number
diam(A) = maxfd(x;y)jx;y 2 Ag, the ball of center x and radius r as the
set B(x;r) = fyjd(x;y)  rg and the 2-ball induced by x;y 2 X as the set
Bxy = B(x;d(x;y)) \ B(y;d(x;y)).
Let d be a proper dissimilarity on X; we say that d is
an ultrametric i. for each x;y;z 2 X;d(x;y)  maxfd(x;y);d(y;z)g.
a quasi-ultrametric (Diatta and Fichet (1994)) i.
x;y 2 B implies Bzt  Bxy (inclusion condition) and
diam(Bxy) = d(x;y) (diameter condition)
An ultrameric d is said to be elementary whenever there exist two elements
u;v 2 X such that d(u;v) = 1 and d(x;y) = 2 otherwise (for x 6= y).
We denote by U(resp. Q) the set of all ultrametrics (resp. the set of all
quasi-ultrametrics) on the nite set X. We have U Q.
Inclusion and diameter conditions can be summarized in the Bandelt and
Dress (1989) 4-point inequality (Diatta and Fichet (1998)):
maxfd(z;x);d(z;y)g  d(x;y) implies that for every t: d(z;t) 
maxfd(t;x);d(t;y);d(x;y)g.
More generally, a dissimilarity d on X (proper or not) satises the k-point
inequality (Bertrand and Janowitz (1999)) if and only if for each u 2 X and
each A  X, with jAj = k   2, we have: maxfd(u;x)jx 2 Ag  diam(A)
implies that for all v 2 X;d(u;v)  diam(A [ fxg).
We denote by Qk the set of all proper dissimilarities on X fullling the
(k + 2)-point inequality. We have Qk  Qk+1 and Q2 = Q.
1.2 Consensus functions and average consensus
Let D be a set of proper dissimilarities on X and D
 be the set of all nite
sequences of elements of D. An v-uple d = (d1;:::;dv)  D
 is called a
D-prole (or simply a prole) A consensus function is any map from D
 to
D. A multiconsensus function is a map from D
 to 2D   fg.Average consensus in numerical taxonomy 5
When D, as a subset of R
n(n 1)
2 , is convex, the average: 1
v
P
1iv di of
the prole denes a consensus function which is also obtained as a solution
of: min2Df
P
1iv jjdi jj2
2g. Examples of convex sets of dissimilarities are
the sets of all squared euclidean metrics on X, of all L1-metrics on X, or of
all star metrics on X When D is not convex (and this is the case for D = U
and Qk) the solutions of min2Df
P
1iv jjdi jj2
2g dene a multiconsensus
function and the consensus dissimilarities can also be obtained by solving:
min2Dfjj(1
v
P
1iv di) jj2
2. More generally, we can consider any Lp-norm,
and the problems become
Problem (A1, p, D) min2Df
P
1iv jjdi   jjp
pg.
Problem (A2, p, D)min2Dfjj(1
v
P
1iv di)   jjp
pg.
For instance, following standard terminology in statistics, solutions of (A1,
1, D) appear as median consensuses. In the following we shall assume that p
is nite. It is worth noticing that for p 6= 2, the solutions of (A1, p, D) and
(A2, p, D) will not coincide.
1.3 Decision problems
Let D = U or Qk and let p be an integer, with (A1, p,D) and (A2,p, D) are
associated the two following decision problems:
Name : (D1,p, D)
Instance : A nite set X, a D-prole d = (d1;:::;dv) of dissim-
ilarities on X with rational values, an integer k
Question : Does there exist  2 D, with integer values such that: P
1iv jjdi   jjp
p  k?
Name : (D2,p, D)
Instance : A nite set X, a D-prole d = (d1;:::;dv) of dissim-
ilarities on X with rational values, an integer k
Question : Does there exist  2 D, with integer values such that:
jj(1
v
P
1iv di)   jjp
p  k?
The requirement of searching for solutions with integer values might seem
strange but it is motivated for two reasons:
1. Algorithmic complexity loves integers
2. Because the cones Qk are not closed (Diatta (1998)), problems (A1, p,
Qk) and (A2, p, Qk) have, in general, neither a real nor a rational so-
lution. In these cases the integrity constraint enforces the existence of
solutions.
In view of these two remarks, it seems meaningful to consider the following
subproblems of (D1, p, D) and (D2, p,D) respectively.6 Barthlemy and Brucker
Name : (D*1,p,D)
Instance : A nite set X, a D-prole d = (d1;:::;dv) of dissim-
ilarities on X with integer values, an integer k
Question : Does there exist  2 D, with integer values such that: P
1iv jjdi   jjp
p  k?
Name : (D*2,p,D)
Instance : A nite set X, a D-prole d = (d1;:::;dv) of dissim-
ilarities on X with integer values, an integer k
Question : Does there exist  2 D, with integer values such that:
jj(1
v
P
1iv di)   jjp
p  k?
In practice it will be sucient to establish that (D*1, p, D) and (D*2, p,
D) are NP-complete.
2 Generalized average consensus for ultrametrics
2.1 (D*1, p, U)
Proposition 1. Proposition 1: (D*1, p, U) is NP-complete.
Sketch of proof: Say that a dissimilarity d is binary whenever d(x;y) = 1 or
2 for x 6= y. Consider a prole of binary ultrametrics d = (d1;:::;dv) and
observe that:
(i) if  is binary, then jjdi   jjp = jjdi   jj1,
(ii) there exists an ultrametric , with integer values, such that: P
1iv jjdi   jjp
p  k , if and only if there exists a binary ultrametric
such that
P
1iv jjdi   jjp
p  k ,
(iii) if  is a binary ultrametric, then the relation R dened by xRy i.
x = y, or (x;y) = 1 is an equivalence relation.
The result is then obtained by reduction from Rgnier's problem (Rgnier
(1965)) which is known to be NP-complete (Wakabayashi (1986))
Name : Rgnier
Instance : A set X, a prole R = (R1;:::;Rv) of equivalence
relations on X, an integer k.
Question : Does there exist an equivalence R on X such that
j
P
1iv jRi4Rj  k?Average consensus in numerical taxonomy 7
2.2 (D*2, p, U)
First notice that the approximation of a dissimilarity by an ultrametric in
norm Lp is NP-hard (Krivanek and Moravek (1986)). However this result will
not be very helpful for three reasons:
(i) the convex hull of U is the set of all L1-metrics on X (Fichet (1996)),
(ii) the NP-status of the Lp-approximation of an L1-metric by an ultrametric
is unknown,
(iii) even if it is not dicult to check that a decomposition of an L1-metric
into a sum of ultrametrics can be achieved in a polynomial time, there
is little chance that this decomposition involves ultrametrics with integer
values.
We shall prove the NP-completeness of (D*2, p, U) directly and obtain
the NP-hardness of the approximation of an L1-metric by an ultrametric as
a consequence of this result.
Proposition 2. (D*2, p, U) is NP-complete.
Sketch of proof: Consider a proper dissimilarity d on X such that d(x;y) 2
f0;n(n 1) 1;n(n 1)g.Then d can be written as a sum of
n(n 1)
2 elementary
ultrametrics. Consider the binary relation S dened by xSy if and only if
x = y, or d(x;y) = n(n 1) 1. Then there exists an ultrametric  such that
jjd   jjp
p  k if and only if there exists an equivalence relation E such that
jS4Ej  k. Hence the result by reduction of Zahn's problem which is known
to be NP-complete (Krivanek and Moravek (1986)).
Name : Zahn
Instance : A set X, a symmetric and reexive relation R on X,
an integer k.
Question : Does there exist an equivalence S on X such that
jR4Sj  k?
Corollary 1. The following problem is NP-complete.
Name : Approximation of an L1-metric by an ultrametric in
Lp-norm
Instance : A nite set X, a metric d on X of L1-type with
integer values, an integer k.
Question : Does there exist an ultrametric  on X with integer
values, such that jjd   jjp
p  k?8 Barthlemy and Brucker
3 Extensions
3.1 The case of dissimilarities fullling the k-point inequality
Proposition 3. The problems (D*1, p, Qk) and (D*2, p, Qk) are NP-
complete.
The NP-completeness of (D*1, p, Qk) is obtained by reduction from a
convenient extension of Rgnier's problem. The reduction from a graph theo-
retic problem used in the proof of Proposition 2 no longer applies to (D*2,
p, Qk), because a solution  of (D*2, p, Qk) for a dissimilarity d such that
d(x;y) 2 f0;a;bg(a < b) will not necessarily fulll (x;y) 2 f0;a;bg (except
for a = 1 and b = 2). The NP-completeness of (D*2, p, Qk) is obtained by
reducing (D*2, p, U) to (D*2, p, Qk) directly.
3.2 Discussion and open questions
The integrity constraint might appear not so natural in the case of ultramet-
rics and a proof of the NP-completeness of the general problems would be
welcome. In practice Propositions 1 and 2 mean that the generalized average
consensus problem is NP-hard for dissimilarities d designed on a given scale,
i.e. d(x;y) = m, with m an integer and  a rational number. Since we have
the NP-hardness result for any  \as small as we want", the general problems
can be considered in any case as \hard in practice".
Strong Robinson dissimilarities are located between ultrametrics and quasi-
ultrametrics. They are dened as proper dissimilarities d, on X, such that
there exists a linear order L on X fullling:
xLyLz implies maxd(x;y);d(y;z)  d(x;z)
xLyLzLt and d(x;z) = d(y;z) implies d(x;t) = d(y;t)
xLyLzLt and d(y;t) = d(y;z) implies d(x;z) = d(x;t).
A bijection theorem (Diday (1984,1986); Fichet (1984,1986)) shows that
the strong Robinson dissimilarities are in one-to-one with strictly indexed
clustering systems whose clusters are intervals of some linear orders. Let R
be the set of all strong Robinson dissimilarities (Fichet (1988)). We have:
U  R  Qk. It is worth noticing that the convex hull of all strong Robinson
dissimilarities on X is the cone of all proper dissimilarities on X. It can be
shown, by reduction from Hamiltonian Path, that the problem (D*2, p, R) is
NP-complete. Hence, searching for an average strong Robinson dissimilarity
(in the usual sense) is NP-hard. However the NP-status of (D1, p, R) and
(D*1, p, R) is unknown for p 6= 2.
It is worth noticing that, due to the poor topological structure of the
cone R, the problems (A1, p, R) and (A2, p, R) admit, without integrity
constraints, no solution in general.
Chepoi and Fichet (2000) have established that the problem (D1,1,U)
can be solved in polynomial time. More generally, they have also shown thatAverage consensus in numerical taxonomy 9
the L1-approximation of any dissimilarity d by an ultrametric can also be
solved in polynomial time (because the solution is obtained as a translation
of the sub-dominant ultrametric of d). Hence, the problem (D2,1,U) can be
solved in polynomial time. Notice that the optimization version (A1, 1,U),
can be stated as min2U max1ivjjdi  jj1. The NP status of (D1,1, Qk),
(D2,1, Qk), (D1,1, R) and (D2,1, R) are unknown.
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